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So What Is a Story Box?

It is simply a collection of items in a box or bag that corresponds to the items mentioned in a story. A Story Box is a way for young children with visual impairments to experience a story. It is an early literacy event that can easily fit into your daily routines as well as a tool to enhance the learning of concepts. In short, it is a fun, interactive learning experience for children and adults alike.

REMEMBER:

♦ It takes more time to figure out what an object or shape is through tactual exploration than through vision. A tactual learner needs to examine parts of an item separately then put the information they have gathered together to gain full understanding of the item.

♦ Words are just symbols representing ideas and concepts. Without meaning words are a series of disconnected sounds and letters. Hands-on experiences help to provide meaning to words.

♦ You need not present all the items in a box with each reading. Determine your child’s interest and attention so as not to overwhelm her with stuff.

♦ Share your story boxes with young sighted children. They are very popular.
WHY Story Boxes?

The purpose of a story box is to create hands-on literacy experiences for your child. Educators have long emphasized the importance of tactual exploration i.e. hands-on learning for young children with Visual Impairments. This is important not just for future Braille readers who will be using their finely tuned sense of touch to discriminate letters and to decode words, but rather for all young children so that they can take in information, build concepts and further understand their world. Purposeful exploration involves thinking, concept building. Children gather information through the experiences that they have. This is how they develop an understanding of how things relate. These experiences give meaning to their lives through the development of concepts. Literacy emerges from hands-on experiences for all children. Sighted children's experiences are rich with opportunities for learning that occur by chance, however, children with Visual Impairments seldom, if ever, take in information incidentally. Yet teachers often expect that the youngster with blindness comes to school with the same information that sighted children have picked up on TV, through pictures, etc. Hence, the importance of hands-on experiences such as Story Boxes for young learners with blindness.
MAKING A STORY BOX IN THREE EASY STEPS

Step 1: Books, Books Everywhere: Choosing a Story

♦ When selecting a story for your child, choose one that is simple and tells about familiar objects and concepts. Story Boxes can range from very concrete hands-on to the more complex and abstract.

♦ Initially a box might contain items that your child uses during daily routines. You can make up a story about the routine or family activity. Your child may be the main character of your story. It can be about a trip to Grandparents, bath time or mealt ime, a play time with dad. No book is really needed.

♦ Choose books about familiar activities. Those stories will be meaningful for your child.

♦ Variety is fun. Expose you child to different types of books. Feel free to adapt them, to make the book more accessible and interesting. Simple board books can be enhanced with Braille Dymo tape*. Twin Vision books provide enrichment for siblings as well. Sound books can be made accessible by affixing a little texture to the spot one must depress to activate.

♦ Choose books that have characters and items that are readily available. Remember the complexity of the story and the number of items presented should be suited to you child. Often simple is better.

♦ Choose a story to match you child’s attention span. Short and sweet works well for young children.

♦ Choose a book that does not rely on visual experiences or pictures to provide meaning to the story.

♦ Choose books that are predictable and that have rhythm and rhyme.
Step 2: Getting It All Together: How To Actually Construct the Story Box

♦ Choose an appropriate book.
♦ Select corresponding items. You may choose to go on a shopping spree but often collecting familiar objects from your household will do just fine.
♦ Place the book and items in a storage container. Although many folks use Zip-Lock bags or shoe boxes, sweater-sized plastic containers are preferable as they are likely to stack, thus affording you an opportunity to establish a story box “library”. They are also sturdy enough to bear up under the wear and tear of children’s hands. (Note: prying these boxes open is a beneficial activity which develops the hand strength needed to use Braille).
♦ Label the exterior of the container. A tactile marker will enable you and your child to “read” the title; e.g. three pieces of fake fur might be a good label for the story of Goldilocks and the Three Bears.

Step 3: Reading the Story

♦ Handle the objects in the box one at a time giving your child lots of time to explore. Comment on the item’s size, its shape, its texture and name the item. Children with blindness benefit from an adult’s modeling the function of the item. If it’s a spoon, pretend to eat. If it’s a shoe, try it on. Allow the child to explore freely. Compare items.
♦ After actually exploring the items place them aside. Read the story and once again present the items as they are mentioned in the story. Avoid clutter. Too many items at once can be very confusing for young children with blindness.
♦ When reading, have fun. Use sound effects and dramatic intonation to peak your child’s interest.
♦ When you are finished with the story box put clear closure on the activity by having your child help place the objects back in the box, thus providing another opportunity to handle the objects.
♦ Children can experience the same story box at many levels over time. Some children will want to handle the book and find the Braille on the page. Others will enjoy anticipating and identifying their favorite items, while still others will memorize the book and tell the story to the adult.
THE OPPORTUNITY TO BUILD A STRONG FOUNDATION FOR LITERACY IS EVERY CHILD’S RIGHT

Literacy for the blind or visually impaired child is a gradual process which develops from experiences that are meaningful to him. He needs opportunities:

Develop motor skills fully

Explore the environment tactually

Develop language that is meaningful to him

Handle books that are tactually interesting to him

Listen to many stories that do not depend on visual experiences or pictures

Gain added enjoyment and meaning from stories through